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Abstract

This report summarizes models for the prediction of failure pressures and leak rates under normal operation and design–basis accident conditions in steam generator tubes with axial and circumferential cracks. These models were first validated through failure and leak rate tests at room temperature and at 282°C on tubes with rectangular, triangular, and trapezoidal notches fabricated by electrodischarge machining. They were then compared with failure and leak rate tests conducted on tubes with laboratory–generated outer–diameter stress corrosion cracks and steam generator tubes with field–induced stress corrosion cracks, which have highly complex morphology. Complex crack profiles are addressed using a model based on the concept of equivalent rectangular cracks. The predictions of the models are in reasonable agreement with test results, the time–dependent initiation and increase of leak rates observed in some tests cannot be predicted by the model.
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Executive Summary

This report summarizes and validates the models used for predicting failure pressures and leak rates in unrepaired steam generator (SG) tubes with axial and circumferential cracks that developed under normal operation and design–basis accident conditions. Failure and leak rate tests have been conducted on SG tubes with outer diameter (OD), part–throughwall, electrodischarge machined (EDM) notches both at room temperature and at 282°C. Notch length in these tests ranged from 6 mm (0.25 in.) to 38 mm (1.5 in.), and notch depths of 60, 80, and 90% (in addition to 100% throughwall) were tested.

Extensive tests on rectangular as well as trapezoidal and triangular part–throughwall flaws were conducted to derive a correlation for predicting ligament rupture pressure of tubes with axial notches, either shallow or deep.

A procedure for defining an equivalent rectangular crack for an arbitrarily shaped notch or crack (e.g., ODSCC), based on multiparameter analysis of eddy current data from a rotating pancake coil, has been developed. Structural and leak rate analyses of the flaws and comparison with experimental data have shown that the ligament failure pressure in nonrectangular notches or SCCs can be predicted reasonably well. These predictions were made with a flow stress model that is strictly applicable to rectangular part–throughwall cracks, in which the actual crack profile was replaced by an equivalent rectangular crack.

Interaction effects between two or more throughwall notches as influenced by ligaments separating the notches were analyzed by finite element analyses. It was found that for type 4 (staggered) axial notches with two 6– or 13–mm cracks, the ligament width has to be ≥0.8 to 1.1 mm in order for their strength (i.e., unstable burst pressure) to exceed that of notches without the ligament. For type 2 (colinear) notches of similar size, the ligament width has to be greater than 1.8 to 2.5 mm to strengthen the notches in comparison to the strength without the ligament.

Interaction effects between two or more part–throughwall notches were estimated by the equivalent rectangular crack approach. The inter–notch ligament width beyond which the two notches do not interact (from the viewpoint of pressure for through–thickness ligament rupture) depends on the notch depth as well as notch length. A 3–mm wide ligament increases the through–thickness ligament rupture pressure by ≈ 30%, with the axial ligament (type 2) having a slightly higher strengthening effect than the circumferential ligament (type 4). For smaller ligament widths, both types of ligaments have a comparable strengthening effect.

An empirical approach for calculating crack growth by stable ligament rupture has been developed by an extension of the equivalent rectangular crack method. The approach has been used to calculate the incremental ligament rupture of nonrectangular notches as well as stress corrosion cracks.

Leak rates for tests on specimens with EDM notches were predicted reasonably well by using the well–known formula for single–phase flow through smooth circular orifices by replacing the orifice area by the crack opening area. The calculated crack opening displacements (areas) for rectangular and trapezoidal throughwall notches were in reasonable agreement with measured values. In tests conducted to date, the equations have predicted the ligament rupture pressures and leak rates for rectangular and trapezoidal EDM notches at both room temperature and 282°C when the appropriate
densities of water were used. The limit of applicability for the leak rate equation at 282°C has not been established yet.

Tests have been performed on laboratory–degraded tubes containing axial ODSCCs that are 10–15 mm (0.39–0.55 in.) long in 22–mm (7/8–in.)–diameter Alloy 600 tubing. Some of the tubes had lower flow stress because they had been subjected to high temperature annealing. The predicted ligament rupture pressures and leak rates for these specimens, based on the depth profile determined by fractography, were in reasonable agreement with test results. Predictions based on eddy current (EC) nondestructive evaluation (NDE) profiles were less accurate than those based on fractography. Prediction of rupture pressure and leak rate on specimens without the high temperature annealing was less successful for the tests at 282°C, because they start leaking at very low pressures and experience a time–dependent increase of leak rate under constant pressure hold. Currently, we do not have analytical or empirical methods for predicting time–dependent crack growth at such a low temperature.

Six pressure tests have been conducted on tubes with field–induced ODSCCs from a retired McGuire SG in the high pressure test facility at room temperature. Due to the shallow depth of these flaws, four of them did not show any leakage up to a pressure of 52 MPa (7.5 ksi). The predicted rupture pressures (based on heat–specific flow stresses from the mill certifications) for these tubes are consistent with the observed behavior.

Overall, the success in predicting ligament rupture pressures and leak rates of SCCs has been somewhat uneven. Generally, the predictions calculated on the basis of depth profiles measured by fractography are in better agreement with test results than the predictions based on crack profiles obtained by analysis of EC/NDE data. Nonetheless, the predictions based on multiparameter analysis of EC rotating–pancake–coil data are encouraging.

During normal operation or under design basis accident conditions, fluid jets from flawed SG tubes could produce damage in adjacent tubes through two basic erosion damage mechanisms, droplet impact and cavitation. In the case of jets comprised of water droplets, the impacts of the droplets give rise to fluctuating stresses in the target, which produce fatigue damage. In the case of cavitation, bubbles form in the liquid stream and then collapse on impact, again producing fluctuating stresses and fatigue in the target. Tests have been conducted to determine the susceptibility of steam generator tubes to erosive damage from impacting jets of superheated water or steam leaking from adjacent tubes.

The tests show that impact erosion depth varies with water temperature. The peak erosion rates occur for subcooling typical of the cold leg, where, however, cracking is much less likely to occur. Erosion rates are much lower for conditions more typical of the hot leg. However, even in the case of the cold leg where the erosion rates are the highest, the likelihood of failure propagation by jet erosion appears to be very low.
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1 Introduction

For typical unflawed steam generator (SG) tubes made of Alloy 600, the burst pressure, \( p_b \), at room temperature is \( \approx 9.4 \) ksi (65 MPa). However, operating experience with PWR steam generators in both the U.S. and abroad has shown that cracks of various morphologies can and do occur in steam generator tubes, starting early in life. These may be single cracks that are axial or circumferential, inside or outside diameter (ID or OD) initiated, and part or complete throughwall (TW); they may also be multiple cracks that are parallel or form a network. Tests have shown that, depending on the location and morphology of these cracks, the tubes can be weakened relative to unflawed tubes to various extents.

Detection of cracks and assessment of leak rate and structural integrity of cracked SG tubing during normal operation and design–basis accident conditions are of interest because failure of the tubes could lead to bypass of the reactor containment.

The primary–to–secondary differential pressure during normal operation of PWR SGs, \( \Delta p_{\text{no}} \), is in the range of 8.6 MPa (1.25 ksi) to 11 MPa (1.6 ksi). Degraded tubes must actually be capable of withstanding \( 3\Delta p_{\text{no}} = 26–33 \) MPa (3.75–4.8 ksi) to meet requirements for continued operation. The hot leg temperature can range from about 305 to 330°C, although most fall in the range of 312 to 320°C. In this temperature range, creep effects are negligible in Alloy 600.

The severest design–basis accident depends on the license of the plant. Typically, main steam line break (MSLB) leads to a long–term differential pressure of 17.7 MPa (2.56 ksi) at 315°C. For other plants there is a feed–line break event that leads to a pressure spike of 18.3 MPa (2.65 ksi). Hence, the pressure difference across a SG tube wall in a design–basis accident, \( \Delta p_{\text{MSLB}} \), can range from 17.7 to 18.3 MPa (2.56 to 2.65 ksi). Degraded tubes must actually be capable of withstanding \( 1.4\Delta p_{\text{MSLB}} = 24.7–25.6 \) MPa (3.58–3.71 ksi) to meet requirements for continued operation. Creep effects are also negligible in Alloy 600 at the MSLB temperature.

Failure pressures, leak rates, etc., depend on the mechanical properties (primarily the flow stress) of the tubing. The minimum ASME code requirements for yield and ultimate tensile strengths of Alloy 600 steam generator tube are 240 MPa (35 ksi) and 550 MPa (80 ksi), respectively, which correspond to a minimum flow stress of 400 MPa (58 ksi). Some of the older steam generators may have tubes with properties close to the code minimum. The actual flow stress of steam generator tubes in most current plants can vary widely depending on the age and heat of material used. To compare results on one material with results on a different material, the effect of variations in the mechanical properties must be accounted for, i.e., the results must be normalized in terms of the flow stress. The correlations that have been developed for predicting failure pressure and leak rate account for flow stress effects.

Correlations for predicting ligament rupture pressure and leak rate of axial and circumferential part–throughwall (PTW) rectangular cracks under normal operation and design–basis accident conditions have been presented in the past. As is emphasized in Ref. 2, failure data on SG tubing are relatively sparse for short and deep flaws. Limited failure data on tubes with notched axial flaws, including those that are short and deep, are presented in Ref. 2. In this report we present additional failure data, which are used to update the ANL ligament rupture model presented in Ref. 2.
Multiple stress corrosion cracks (SCCs) or SCCs separated by narrow ligaments are often observed in SG tubes. In this report we present failure prediction models and test results validating the models for tubes with multiple axial cracks and notches.

In this report we will consider an additional mode of failure of steam generator tubes during MSLBs. In the event of a tube failure during accidents, it is possible that the escaping jet of superheated steam could impinge on a neighboring tube. The steam jet could then erode through the neighboring tube, leading to another escaping jet and the possibility of a cascading failure event in the steam generator. Results from an experimental study investigating the erosive effect of steam jet on a neighboring tube are also included in this report.

In contrast to rectangular machined notches, SCCs in operating SG tubes are irregularly shaped, have variable depths along their lengths, and may have one or more through-thickness penetrations in localized regions. Instead of being a single planar crack, each is composed of a family of crack segments in different planes. Currently, it is not clear as to how much detail must be available on the complex morphology of the cracks before the structural integrity of the tubes can be assessed by mechanistic models. A method for handling such complex-shaped cracks, based on the concept of an equivalent rectangular crack determined from multiparameter analysis of eddy current data from a rotating pancake coil, was proposed in Ref. 2. We continue to use this approach for predicting ligament rupture pressures of SCCs and have extended it to predict the stable ligament rupture that is often observed during testing of tubes with SCCs.
2 Failure and Leak Rate Models Applicable to Normal Operation and Design–Basis Accident Conditions

Because temperatures under normal operating and design–basis accident conditions are too low for creep effects to occur, the failure of flawed tubes in these cases can be adequately described using flow–stress–based models. In the following sections, we summarize the available models and back–up test data for calculating ligament rupture pressures, crack opening areas, and leak rates of SG tubes with axial and circumferential, TW and PTW, cracks.

2.1 Axial Cracks

2.1.1 Throughwall Rectangular Axial Cracks

The critical pressures and crack sizes for the unstable failure (rupture) of a thin–wall internally pressurized cylindrical shell with a single TW axial crack can be estimated with an equation originally proposed by Hahn et al. and later modified by Erdogan:

\[ p_{cr} = \frac{\sigma h}{mR} = \frac{p_b m}{m}, \]  

where:

\[ \sigma = \text{flow stress} = k(S_y + S_u) \] (with \( k = 0.5 - 0.6 \)),

\[ S_y \text{ and } S_u \text{ are the yield and ultimate tensile strengths, respectively,} \]

\[ m = 0.614 + 0.481 \lambda + 0.386 \exp(-1.25 \lambda), \] 

\[ \lambda = \left[ 2 (1 - \nu^2) \right]^{1/2} \frac{c}{\sqrt{R_h}} = \frac{1.82}{\sqrt{R_h}}, \] 

\[ p_b = \frac{\sigma h}{R} = \text{burst pressure of an unflawed virgin tubing} \]

\[ R \text{ and } h \text{ are the mean radius and wall thickness of tube, respectively,} \]

\[ \nu \text{ is the Poisson's ratio, and} \]

\[ 2c \text{ is the axial crack length}. \]

2.1.1.1 Database for Unstable Burst of Throughwall Axial EDM Notch

A database for the unstable burst pressure of tubes with single, TW, EDM and laser–cut notches has been generated at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). A critical factor for predicting unstable burst
pressure is \( k \), the flow stress factor. R. Keating from Westinghouse* has determined that based on data on the burst pressure of unflawed tubes, \( k = 0.595 \). On the other hand, the best fit to ANL data on unstable burst of tubes with TW axial notches gives \( k = 0.55 \). Comparisons of the observed and predicted unstable burst pressures using \( k = 0.55 \) and \( k = 0.595 \) are shown in Figs. 1a and 1b, respectively. For PTW laser–cut notches, the notch lengths were obtained from fractography. In the cases where multiple tests were performed for a given EDM notch length, Figure 1a shows that the unstable burst pressures of the shorter (6– and 9–mm [0.25– and 0.35–in.]) laser–cut notches tend to be at the lower end of the range of burst pressures observed for the EDM notches. However, the burst pressures for the larger number of specimens with 13–mm (0.5–in.) laser–cut notches were distributed equally above and below those of the EDM notches. Thus, overall, the unstable burst pressures of the EDM and laser–cut notches of equal length are comparable. Figures 1a–b show that unstable burst pressures are better predicted by \( k = 0.55 \) than \( k = 0.595 \). Ultimately, to reconcile the predicted burst pressures of unnotched and notched specimens into a single value of \( k \), the definition of the bulging factor \( m \) (Eq. 1d) will have to be changed.

A series of tests was performed by J. P. Woods** to measure failure pressures and crack–opening displacements of Alloy 600 tubes with rectangular as well as triangular and trapezoidal EDM notches. Woods conducted pressure tests with internal bladders and foils on two heats of alloy 600 tubes at room temperature. Nominal dimensions of both heats of tubes were the same – outer diameter = 19 mm (0.75 in.) and wall thickness = 1.1 mm (0.043 in.). The mechanical properties of the two heats are given in Table 1. It is evident that Heat M100 has a significantly higher flow stress than Heat M90. The test program was conducted in two phases. In phase 1, duplicate specimens made from Heat M90 tubes with TW axial EDM notches of 13 to 64 mm (0.5 to 2.5 in.) were tested. Figure 2 shows that the observed unstable burst pressures of M90 tubes with TW axial notches are close to those predicted with \( k = 0.55 \). Interestingly, a reduction of bladder thickness from 3.2 to 2.4 mm (1/8 to 3/32 in.) decreased the burst pressures of tubes with 13 and 19 mm (0.5 and 0.75 in.) notches by 20%. In agreement with our prior experience, the burst pressure of the unflawed tube is underestimated with \( k = 0.55 \) and is much closer to the predicted burst pressure with \( k = 0.595 \).

2.1.1.2 Crack Opening Area and Displacement of Throughwall Axial Rectangular Cracks

The crack opening area (COA) in the Zahoor model5 for an axial TW crack in a thin–walled tube is given by

\[
A = 2\pi c_e^2 V_o \sigma / E, \quad (2)
\]

where

\[
\sigma = \text{hoop stress} = \Delta p R / h,
\]

\[
\Delta p = \text{differential pressure across tube wall},
\]

---


Figure 1. Observed vs. predicted unstable burst pressures for tubes with throughwall EDM and laser-cut notches using (a) $k=0.55$ and (b) $k=0.595$.

Table 1. Room temperature mechanical properties of alloy 600 tubes used for tests by Woods on rectangular, triangular, and trapezoidal EDM notches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heat Number</th>
<th>Ultimate Tensile Strength (MPa/ksi)</th>
<th>Yield Strength (MPa/ksi)</th>
<th>Elongation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M90</td>
<td>660/95.6</td>
<td>275/39.8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M100</td>
<td>738/107.1</td>
<td>400/58.1</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Predicted vs. observed variation of unstable burst pressure with notch length of Heat M90 tubes with TW axial EDM notches.
E = Young’s modulus,
R and h = mean radius and thickness of tube, respectively,
\[ V_o = 1 + 0.64935 \cdot \lambda_e^2 - 8.9683 \times 10^{-3} \lambda_e^4 + 1.33873 \times 10^{-4} \lambda_e^6, \]
\[ \lambda_e^2 = c_e^2 / R h, \]
\[ c_e = c \left[ 1 + \frac{E}{2} \left( \frac{c^2}{S_y} \right)^2 \right], \]
\[ F = 1 + 1.2987 \lambda^2 - 2.6905 \times 10^{-2} \lambda^4 + 5.3549 \times 10^{-4} \lambda^6, \]
\[ \lambda_e^2 = c^2 / R h, \]
\[ S_y = \text{yield strength}, \]
\[ C = \text{crack half length}. \]

The flaw opening area for an EDM notch can be estimated by adding the initial flaw area (=flaw length x flaw width) to the crack opening area given by Eq. 2. Crack opening areas calculated by Eq. 2 agree well with finite element analysis (FEA). The crack opening displacement (COD) can be determined from the crack opening area by assuming an elliptical geometry for the opened flaw.

2.1.1.3 COD Data for Throughwall Axial EDM Notches (bladder and foil effect)

Woods* measured the COD as a function of pressure in a specimen with a 38–mm (1.5–in.) TW rectangular notch. A 24–mm (3/32 in.)–thick bladder and a 0.15–mm (6 mils)–thick brass foil were used to protect the COD gauge in this test. Figure 3 shows that the COD is significantly overestimated if we ignore the stiffening effect of the bladder and foil. A good correlation is obtained for an effective wall thickness of 1.3 mm (0.05 in.). However, the observed burst pressure of 11.7 MPa (1.7 ksi) is close to the burst pressure of 12.8 MPa (1.86 ksi) calculated by ignoring the presence of the bladder or the foil.

A similar phenomenon was observed during testing performed for the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in which flawed Type 316L stainless steel tubes were stably pressurized to prescribed final aspect ratios of the notches. The COD of long notches was consistently overestimated at low pressures where the reinforcing effects of the bladder and foil can not be ignored (Fig. 4). As a result, when the prescribed final notch aspect ratio was low (which typically meant a relatively long notch at low pressure), it was achieved at a significantly lower pressure than predicted. On the other hand, the predicted pressure was much closer to the actual pressure when the final notch aspect ratio was higher (i.e., shorter notch at higher pressure), except when the final pressure was close to the burst pressure. In the few cases where the specimens were inadvertently pressurized to unstable burst, the burst pressures were close to the predicted values as long as the bladder and foil failed prior to burst. Thus, both the PSI and Woods data suggest that the observed COD of long notches at low pressures in the presence of bladder and foil may very likely be overestimated by analytical means unless the stiffening effects of the bladder and foil are taken into account. It should be pointed out, however, that we have previously successfully predicted the CODs of rectangular EDM notches that were tested in the blow–down facility without bladder or foil.2

2.1.2 Part–Throughwall Rectangular Axial Cracks

A general failure criterion for predicting rupture of the crack tip ligament in a tube with a PTW crack can be expressed as follows:

\[ \sigma_{\text{lig}} = \bar{\sigma}, \]  

(3a)

where \( \sigma_{\text{lig}} \) is the average ligament stress, which for the axial crack is given by

\[ \sigma_{\text{lig}} = m_p \sigma, \]  

(3b)

where \( m_p \) is the ligament stress magnification factor (which depends on the axial crack length and depth), and \( \sigma \) is the nominal hoop stress (calculated using the mean radius and thickness of the tube, including the sleeve, if any).
An expression for \( m_p \) of rectangular PTW axial cracks was presented in Ref. 2 and is reproduced below:

\[
\begin{align*}
    m_p &= \frac{1 - \alpha \frac{a}{mh}}{1 - \frac{a}{h}}, \\
    \alpha &= 1 + \beta \left( \frac{a}{h} \right)^2 \left( 1 - \frac{1}{m} \right),
\end{align*}
\]  

(4a) 

(4b)

where \( \beta = 0.9 \), and \( a \) is crack depth.

2.1.2.1 Updated Values of \( \beta \) and \( k \)

The value of \( \beta \) was originally determined from failure tests conducted at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). These tests did not involve many tubes having short deep flaws.\(^6\) In the original analysis the value of the flow stress factor was chosen as \( k = 0.55 \), and \( \beta \) was determined to be \( 0.9 \).\(^2\) ANL has conducted a number of tests on tubes with short and deep (6.35–, 8.9–, and 12.7–mm [0.25–, 0.35–, and 0.5–in.–long and 60, 80, and 90% TW) EDM notches. A plot of the normalized test failure pressures (i.e., test failure pressures divided by predicted failure pressures) is shown in Fig. 5a for various values of \( \beta \). The mean and standard deviation, plotted in Fig. 5b, show that \( \beta = 1 \) is the best-fit value for these tests. Re-analysis of the PNNL data together with the new ANL data on short and deep notches also shows that with \( k = 0.55 \) the best-fit value is \( \beta = 1 \). As noted earlier, R. Keating from Westinghouse\(^*\) has observed that based on data for the burst pressure of unflawed tubes, \( k = 0.595 \). The value of \( k = 0.595 \) also gives a slightly better fit for the PNNL data on unflawed tubes. For this value of \( k \), the best fit to the failure data for the flawed tubes gives \( \beta = 0.83 \).

Equations 3a–b and 4a–b were used to predict the ligament rupture pressures of the tests recently conducted at ANL on specimens with EDM notches. Both sets of \( k \) and \( \beta \) values were used. A comparison of the observed and predicted ligament rupture pressures for \( \beta = 1 \) and \( k = 0.55 \) is shown in Fig. 6a. A similar comparison for \( \beta = 0.83 \) and \( k = 0.595 \) are shown in Fig. 6b. Both sets of \( \beta \) and \( k \) provide comparable predictions. However, in this report \( \beta = 1 \) and \( k = 0.55 \) have been used.

Figure 5. (a) Variation of observed failure pressures divided by predicted failure pressures corresponding to various values of $\beta$ for the ANL tests and (b) variation of the mean and standard deviation of the observed failure pressure divided by predicted failure pressure with $\beta$.

Figure 6. Observed vs. predicted ligament rupture pressures for tubes with EDM notches using (a) $k = 0.55$ and $\beta = 1$ and (b) $k = 0.595$ and $\beta = 0.83$. 
2.1.2.2 Additional Failure Data for Part–throughwall Rectangular Axial Notches

During phase 2 of his program, Woods* tested the stronger Heat M100 tubes with PTW (50 to 90% deep) rectangular, trapezoidal, and triangular EDM notches using 2.4–mm (3/32 in.) thick bladder and 0.15–mm (0.006–in.) thick brass foil (only for depths ≥90%). Although the thesis reports a machining tolerance in notch depths of ±0.06 mm (±0.0025 in.) (±6%), it is not clear whether any destructive or posttest measurements were done to verify that these tolerances were actually met. Also, note that, for deep notches (80–90%), ±6% variations in depths can lead to significant variations in ligament rupture pressures. The unstable burst pressures of tubes with PTW rectangular notches are underestimated by 0 to 25% (Fig. 7).

2.1.3 Equivalent Rectangular Crack

Although Eqs. 3a–b and 4a–b can be used to estimate the ligament rupture pressure of the tip for rectangular PTW cracks, they are not directly applicable to triangular or trapezoidal notches or to laboratory–grown and service–induced SCC cracks, which are irregular in shape and have variable depths along their length. Such cracks, instead of being considered a single plane, are composed of a family of crack segments in different planes. Local variations in crack depth and geometry are smoothed out in the EC measurements because the EC signals are necessarily averaged over a finite volume, and hence the EC data tend to show a relatively smooth variation of crack depth along the crack length (for example, see Fig. 8). This is evidenced by the fact that, although all the SCC specimens tested to date have shown leakage under low gas pressure before testing, the EC NDE using the +Point probe has failed to detect or identify the locations of these small pinholes. However, no leakage of water was detected through these cracks until much higher pressures were applied.

Currently, no widely accepted models are available for predicting the ligament failure pressure of cracks with such complex geometries. From a limit analysis viewpoint, it can be argued that the collapse behavior of a crack tip ligament with an irregular point–by–point variation of crack depth should be similar to that of a crack with a smoothed–out, "average" crack depth profile. For the present, we assume that the average profile measured by multiparameter analysis of eddy current (EC) data from a rotating pancake coil (RPC) is relevant for limit analysis. With this assumption, although the real crack may have short TW segments at a number of locations, from the viewpoint of plastic collapse of the ligament, the tube behaves as if it has a smoothly varying average ligament thickness (or crack depth) profile.

Since the measured crack depth profile by multiparameter analysis of EC RPC data is generally not rectangular (e.g., see Fig. 8), the procedure described below was used to establish the length and depth of an equivalent rectangular crack**:

---


** Similar equivalent rectangular crack approaches have been used by others, e.g., see the report by Aptech Engineering Services, Inc., in Docket No. 50-361, "Steam Generator Run Time Analysis for Cycle 9, San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2, September 25, 1997."
1. Select a candidate equivalent rectangular crack of given length (e.g., Fig. 8, solid line). Replace the original crack depth profile (plain dashed line) by a new crack depth profile (bold dashed line), in which any crack segment lying outside the selected crack length is replaced by depth = 0 (Fig. 8).

2. Determine the depth of the candidate equivalent rectangular crack by equating its area to the area under the newly defined crack depth profile (bold dashed line) in step 1, i.e., equating the cross hatched areas in Fig. 8.

3. Generate a series of candidate equivalent rectangular cracks of various lengths and depths, and use the ANL correlation (Eqs. 3a–b and 4a–b) for calculating the ligament rupture pressures for all the candidates.

4. The equivalent rectangular crack corresponds to the crack with the lowest ligament rupture pressure, i.e., highest $m_p$. 

Figure 7. Predicted vs. observed unstable burst pressures of M100 tubes with PTW and TW rectangular notches.

Figure 8. Determination of equivalent rectangular crack.
The procedure has been automated in an Excel spreadsheet. It is assumed that the length of the 100% TW segment of the crack after ligament rupture is equal to the length of the equivalent rectangular crack. Also, it is assumed that the COD and COA of the stress corrosion crack after ligament rupture are the same as those of the equivalent rectangular crack.

2.1.3.1 Extension of Equivalent Rectangular Crack Method to Stable Crack Growth

Although we have used the equivalent rectangular crack length and depth to predict the ligament rupture pressure and leak rate, the full ligaments of SCCs rarely rupture during the initial ligament rupture, and specimens generally undergo incremental stable ligament rupture with increasing pressure before the cracks become unstable. Ideally, such stable crack growth could be calculated by an elastic–plastic fracture mechanics R–curve method. However, for complex–shaped SCCs, it is not easy to implement such a method. We have tentatively generalized the equivalent rectangular crack approach to the following empirical procedure for predicting incremental ligament rupture after the initial ligament rupture event:

1. As usual, in the first step, determine the ligament rupture pressure by maximizing $m_p$ corresponding to an equivalent rectangular crack length and depth, and assume that the initial TW crack length is the same as the equivalent rectangular crack length.

2. Increase the equivalent rectangular crack length by a small increment. The increment should be from a crack tip of the equivalent rectangular crack that is not already at the end of the ligament. Calculate the equivalent crack depth and $m_p$ corresponding to the increased equivalent crack length (using the original crack depth profile and ignoring the fact that part of the crack is currently TW).

3. Repeat step 2 by incrementing the equivalent rectangular crack length at the other crack tip (unless the crack tip is already at the end of the ligament) instead of the first crack tip.

4. Select the increased equivalent crack length and ligament rupture pressure that correspond to the higher $m_p$ from steps 2 and 3.

5. Assume that the new equivalent crack length and the corresponding ligament rupture pressure are the same as the pressure needed to propagate the TW portion of the SCC to the new length. Also, the COD and COA of the SCC are the same as those of the new equivalent rectangular crack.

6. Calculate the unstable burst pressure corresponding to the new equivalent rectangular crack length and verify that the applied pressure is less than the unstable burst pressure.

7. Repeat steps 2–7 until either both ends of the TW crack reach the ends of the ligament, i.e., the full ligament is ruptured and the crack remains stable, or the crack fails unstably.

The above procedure assumes that the TW crack remains contiguous and will have to be further generalized in the future for cases where there are several such TW segments.
2.1.3.2 Application of Equivalent Rectangular Crack Method to Rupture of Triangular and Trapezoidal Notches

A number of specimens with trapezoidal notches were tested at ANL. All the specimens had an OD notch length of 25 mm (1 in.). In specimens T–29, T–32, and T–33, the notch depth at both axial tips of the notch was 80%, while the notch depth at the center was 90%. In specimens T–30, T–31, T–35, and T–36, the notch depth at the tips of the notch was 50%, while the notch depth at the center was 90%. In addition, to simulate the effect of local TW penetrations often observed in SCCs, specimen T–31 had a 0–13 mm (0.005–in.) diameter TW hole drilled at the center. The tests were run in two stages. First, they were pressurized without a bladder until ligament rupture and until the pump ran out of pressure and flow capability. In the second stage, a bladder and foil were inserted, and the specimen was pressurized until unstable burst. Predicted vs. observed ligament rupture pressures during loading (stage 1) and during unstable burst (stage 2) are shown in Figs. 9a and 9b, respectively. In all cases, the ligament rupture pressure is overestimated by about 20–30%. The equivalent rectangular approach predicts an equivalent rectangular crack of 25 mm (1 in.) by 85% for the deeper notches and 18 mm (0.7 in.) by 76% for the shallower notches. Actual observations after phase 1 testing showed that the TW crack lengths of specimens T29, T30, and T31 were 21, 14, and 18 mm (0.84, 0.54, and 0.72 in.), respectively, and the maximum OD widths of the notches were 0.3, 0.6, and 1.3 mm (0.012, 0.023, and 0.05 in.), respectively. Note that the specimen with the drilled hole (T–31) failed at a higher pressure, had a longer TW crack length, and had a larger opening at the OD surface than its sister specimen T–30 without the drilled hole. During stage 2, the notches are predicted to become 100% TW throughout their length by the process of incremental ligament rupture. However, in all cases the unstable burst pressures were about 10–15% less than the observed burst pressures (18 MPa [2.6 ksi]) of rectangular notches that are initially 100% TW and 25–mm (1–in.) long. This finding may be due to the fact that the axial crack tips created by the incremental ligament rupture are much sharper than those of the blunt TW EDM notches.

Woods* also conducted burst tests with trapezoidal and triangular notches for which the maximum notch opening displacements at the OD surface were also measured as functions of pressure. Some of these tests indicated ligament tearing with increasing pressure. The symmetrical triangular and trapezoidal notch geometries tested by Woods are depicted in Fig. 10a, and the asymmetrical triangular notch geometry is shown in Fig. 10b. The equivalent rectangular crack method was used to calculate the ligament rupture pressure and the equivalent crack length (i.e., TW crack length). If the ligament rupture pressure was less than the unstable burst pressure corresponding to the equivalent crack length, we calculated TW crack length extension by stable ligament tearing until unstable burst, using the method discussed in Section 2.1.3.1. Predicted vs. observed unstable burst pressures are shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 9. Predicted versus observed (a) ligament rupture pressures and (b) unstable burst pressures for ANL tests on specimens with trapezoidal notches.

Figure 10. Typical geometries of (a) symmetrical triangular and trapezoidal notches and (b) asymmetrical triangular notch tested by Woods.
2.1.3.3 Application of Equivalent Rectangular Crack Method to COD of Triangular and Trapezoidal Notches

Figure 12a compares the predicted vs. observed variation of COD with pressure for specimen E, which had a symmetrical triangular notch with an OD length of 38 mm (1.5 in.), ID length of 0, and minimum depth of 0% and maximum depth 100% at a point at the center. Figure 12b shows the predicted TW crack lengths and the TW crack lengths that fit the measured CODs as a function of pressure.

Next, we consider a series of symmetrical trapezoidal notches, all with OD length 38 mm (1.5 in.), minimum depth of 50% at the notch tips, and maximum depth of 100% at the center, but different TW ID lengths. Figure 13a compares the predicted vs. observed variation of COD with pressure for specimen F, which had a TW ID length of 0 mm. Figure 13b shows the predicted TW crack lengths and the TW crack lengths that fit the measured CODs as a function of pressure. Similar comparisons for specimens G (TW ID length = 6 mm [0.25 in.]) and specimen H (TW ID length = 13 mm [0.5 in.]) are shown in Figs. 14a–b and 15a–b, respectively. Figures 16a–b show the same comparisons for specimen J, which was similar to specimen H in all respects except that it had a minimum depth of 75%. Note that the variations of TW crack length with pressure, calculated from experimentally measured COD data, suggest that crack growth tends to occur more discontinuously than predicted. However, on the average, predicted crack growth tends to follow the experimental crack growth approximately.

Next we consider the effect of notch shape on the crack opening displacements for rectangular and triangular notches with average depth 50%. Predicted and observed variations of COD with pressure for specimens with notches of various shapes are shown in Figs. 17a–b for OD lengths 6 and 38 mm (0.25 and 1.5 in.), respectively. Note that notch shape has less effect on CODs for the short notches than the long notches. The 38-mm (1.5-in.) long rectangular notch has significantly greater COD than either the symmetrical or the asymmetrical triangular notch of the same OD length and average depth. On the other hand, symmetrical and asymmetrical triangular notches have comparable CODs. Note that the dependence of COD on notch shape is predicted reasonably well by the equivalent rectangular crack method.
Figure 12. (a) Predicted vs. observed COD and (b) fitted TW crack length needed to match the measured COD vs. predicted TW crack length for specimen E.

Figure 13. (a) Predicted vs. observed COD and (b) fitted TW crack length needed to match the measured COD vs. predicted TW crack length for specimen F.

Figure 14. (a) Predicted vs. observed COD and (b) fitted TW crack length needed to match the measured COD vs. predicted TW crack length for specimen G.
Figure 15. (a) Predicted vs. observed COD and (b) fitted TW crack length needed to match the measured COD vs. predicted TW crack length for specimen H.

Figure 16. (a) Predicted vs. observed COD and (b) fitted TW crack length needed to match the measured COD vs. predicted TW crack length for specimen J.

Figure 17. (a) Predicted vs. observed COD for specimens with rectangular and triangular notches with average depth 50% and with OD lengths (a) 6 mm [0.25 in.] and (b) 38 mm [1.5 in.].
2.2 Circumferential Cracks

2.2.1 Throughwall Circumferential Cracks

Failure loads of tubes with a single circumferential crack critically depend on the bending constraint imposed externally on the tubes. The two extreme cases are the free–bending case and the fully constrained case. In reality, steam generator tubes are partially constrained against bending by tube support plates.

2.2.1.1 Free Bending Case

Failure loads for tubing with through–wall circumferential cracks can be calculated by plastic limit load (collapse) analyses, which are based on earlier work by Kanninen et al.\textsuperscript{7} and are described by Ranganath and Mehta.\textsuperscript{8} For an unconstrained (free–to–bend) tube with a throughwall crack of angular length $2\theta$ and no applied primary bending stress, the critical failure pressure is

$$ p_{cr} = \frac{2\sigma_h}{R} \left( 1 - \frac{\theta}{\pi} - \frac{2\beta}{\pi} \right), \quad (5a) $$

where the angular location of the neutral axis is given by

$$ \beta = \sin^{-1}\left( \frac{\sin \theta}{2} \right). \quad (5b) $$

2.2.1.2 Fully Constrained Case

Equation 5a is applicable to one extreme case, where the tube is completely free to bend. In the opposite extreme case of total constraint against bending, a criterion based on maximum shear stress in the net section, as proposed by Cochet et al.,\textsuperscript{9} can be used to calculate the instability limit pressure:

$$ p_{cr} = \frac{2(\gamma^2 - 1)(\pi - \theta)\sigma}{2\pi + (\pi - \theta)(\gamma^2 - 1)}, \quad (6a) $$

where

$$ \gamma = \frac{R_o}{R_i}, \quad (6b) $$

where $R_o$ and $R_i$ are the outer and inner radius, respectively. Equation 6c, which is a thin–shell uniaxial approximation to Eq. 6a, is often used to predict failure of steam generator tubes that are fully constrained against bending:

$$ p_{cr} = \frac{2\sigma_h}{R} \left( 1 - \frac{\theta}{\pi} \right). \quad (6c) $$

In reality, the tube support plates offer significant but not total restraint against bending, a circumstance that tends to increase the failure pressure to somewhere between those predicted by Eq. 5a and those of
2.2.1.3 Crack Opening Area and Displacement of Throughwall Circumferential Cracks

To obtain the COA, we used the Paris/Tada model. Being restricted to small–scale yielding, this model does not depend on the bending constraint on the tube. The COA before the onset of large–scale plasticity in the cracked section is given by the following:

\[ A = \frac{\pi p R^2}{E} - B, \]  

(7a)

where

\[ B = \begin{cases} 
\lambda_e^2 + 0.16 \lambda_e^4 & \text{for } 0 \leq \lambda_e \leq 1 \\
0.02 + 0.81 \lambda_e^2 + 0.30 \lambda_e^3 + 0.03 \lambda_e^4 & \text{for } 1 \leq \lambda_e \leq 5 
\end{cases} \]  

(7b)

\[ \lambda_e = \theta_e \left( \frac{R}{h} \right)^{0.5} \]  

(7c)

\[ \theta_e = \theta_1 + F_{m} \frac{p^2 R^2}{8 h^2 \sigma_y^2} \]  

(7d)

\[ F_{m} = \begin{cases} 
1 + 0.1501 \lambda^{1.5} & \text{for } \lambda \leq 2 \\
0.8875 + 0.2625 \lambda & \text{for } 2 \leq \lambda \leq 5 
\end{cases} \]  

(7e)

\[ \lambda = \theta \left( \frac{R}{h} \right)^{0.5}. \]  

(7f)

It should be noted that the Paris/Tada model is restricted to small–scale yielding (\( \lambda \leq 5 \)) and does not account for the bending effects that become important at pressures that induce large–scale plasticity in the crack plane. As a result, the COA calculated by this model is independent of the span of the tube or the support conditions. The COA for cases where large–scale plasticity occurs in the cracked section is discussed in Ref. 10.

2.2.2 Part–Throughwall Circumferential Cracks

Consider a tube with mean radius R and wall thickness h and with either two symmetrical part–throughwall circumferential cracks or a single PTW circumferential crack of angular length 2\( \theta \) and depth a. At low temperatures, where creep effects are negligible, the ligament failure pressure (\( p_{sc} \)) is generally expressed in terms of a stress magnification factor (\( m_p \)) by equating the magnified axial stress in the ligament to the flow stress,

\[ \sigma_{lig} = m_p \frac{p_{sc} R}{2 h} = \sigma. \]  

(8)

The failure pressure for circumferentially cracked tubes, i.e., the value of the magnification factor \( m_p \), depends strongly on the degree of restraint that the tubes are subjected to against bending. The
two extreme cases, i.e., the free–bending case and the completely constrained case, are relatively easy to analyze. Generally, steam generator tubes are sufficiently constrained laterally that failure loads are expected to be much closer to the completely constrained case than the free–bending case. The discussion here assumes that the tubes are either completely constrained or are completely free to bend.

2.2.2.1 Fully Constrained Case

The fully constrained case also includes the case for an unconstrained tube that contains two symmetrical cracks. In this situation, the whole section that contains the crack (or cracks) is subjected to axial tensile stress, with the ligament (or ligaments) subjected to stress intensification. If the average stress in the ligament (or ligaments) is expressed as \(1/m\) times the average stress in the rest of the section that contains the crack (or cracks), the average ligament axial stress (\(\sigma_{lig}\)) can be calculated from a simple equilibrium of axial forces,

\[
\sigma_{lig} = \frac{pR}{2h} \frac{1}{m + \left(\frac{n\theta}{\pi}\right)\left(1 - \frac{a}{h} - m\right)}
\]

where

\[
n = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for a single crack} \\
2 & \text{for two symmetrical cracks.} 
\end{cases}
\]

We define \(m_p\) as the ratio of the average ligament axial stress and the average axial stress in the unflawed tube,

\[
m_p = \frac{1}{m + \left(\frac{n\theta}{\pi}\right)\left(1 - \frac{a}{h} - m\right)}.
\]

Originally, Kurihara et al.\(^{12}\) used the empirically obtained expression

\[
m = 1 - \left(\frac{a}{h}\right)^{\kappa} \left(\frac{n\theta}{\pi}\right)^{\mu},
\]

(with \(n = 1\)). Although Kurihara et al.\(^{12}\) recommended values of \(\kappa = 2\) and \(\mu = 0.2\) for the exponents, the results are almost indistinguishable from those obtained by using \(\kappa = 3\) and \(\mu = 0.3\). Because the value of \(m\) in Eq. 10 does not tend to 0 when \(a/h\) tends to 1 for all \(\theta\). This equation was modified to have the same form as in the case of axial cracks, i.e.,

\[
m = \frac{1 - \frac{a}{h}}{1 - \frac{a}{Nh}},
\]

where
\[ N = 1 + \lambda \left( \frac{n\theta}{\pi} \right)^\gamma \]  

(11b)

and \( \lambda \) and \( \gamma \) are fitting parameters.

Both the failure modes and moments of the original set of test data from four–point bending failure tests on pressurized, PTW circumferentially cracked, Type 304 stainless steel pipes at room temperature (used by Kurihara et al.\textsuperscript{12}) can be predicted somewhat better by the current model with \( \lambda = 0.2 \) and \( \gamma = 0.2 \) than by the Kurihara model.\textsuperscript{2} This approach led to reasonable predictions of failure temperatures of tubes with two symmetrical PTW circumferential notches subjected to high temperature ramps.\textsuperscript{1}

2.2.2.2 Free–Bending Case

In the free–bending case, part of the section that contains the crack will generally be subjected to compressive stress. As a result, Eq. 9a must be replaced by

\[ \sigma_{\text{lig}} = \frac{pR}{2h} \left[ \frac{1}{m\left(1 - \frac{2\beta}{\pi}\right) + \left(\frac{n\theta}{\pi}\right)\left(1 - \frac{a}{h} - m\right)} \right], \]

(12a)

where the angle \( \beta \) that defines the location of the neutral axis is given by

\[ \beta = \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{\sin \theta}{2} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{m} \left(1 - \frac{a}{h}\right) \right] \right) \text{ for } \beta \leq \pi - \theta, \]

(12b)

and Eq. 9b must be replaced by

\[ m_p = \frac{1}{\left[ m\left(1 - \frac{2\beta}{\pi}\right) + \left(\frac{n\theta}{\pi}\right)\left(1 - \frac{a}{h} - m\right) \right] }, \]

(12c)

with \( m \) and \( N \) are defined by Eqs. 11a and 11b, respectively. This approach led to reasonable predictions of failure temperatures of free–to–bend tubes with a PTW circumferential notches subjected to high temperature ramps.\textsuperscript{1}

Although a detailed analysis comparable to that presented in Ref. 2 for TW cracks has not been carried out, it is expected that tubes with PTW circumferential cracks at the top of the tube sheet will behave as though they were fully constrained against bending.
2.3 Multiple Cracks/Notches

2.3.1 Two Throughwall Axial Cracks/Notches

2.3.1.1 Finite Element Analysis

Two types of TW notches were analyzed. First, in type 2 specimens, two notches, 0.19–mm (0.0075–in.) wide, were colinear with an axial ligament separating the two. Second, in type 4 specimens, the two axial notches were offset in the circumferential direction with the right tip of the first notch aligning with the left tip of the second notch (i.e., the ligament separating the two notches was circumferential). Finite element analyses were conducted for a type 2 specimen with two 6–mm (0.25–in.) long TW notches separated by a 0.25–mm (0.01–in.) wide axial ligament at room temperature. The engineering and true stress–strain curves of the as–received material are shown in Fig. 18. Initially, an analysis using infinitesimal deformation theory (engineering stress–strain curve) was conducted using the ANSYS code. The analysis showed that much of the ligament is under the plane strain condition (i.e., axial plastic strain = 0). Variations of the volume–averaged hoop stress, von Mises effective stress, and hoop plastic strain with pressure in the ligament are shown in Fig. 19a. A flow stress criterion would predict a ligament rupture pressure of either 6 MPa (0.9 ksi) or 8 MPa (1.2 ksi), depending on whether hoop stress or von Mises effective stress is used. Both of these values are much less than the maximum pressure of 17 MPa (2.5 ksi) employed in the test without ligament rupture. The analysis was discontinued at a pressure of 15.5 MPa (2.25 ksi), after which numerical problems were encountered. Extrapolation implies that the average effective stress in the ligament would equal the ultimate tensile strength (UTS), or the average hoop stress would equal the plane strain UTS at a pressure of 17 MPa (2.5 ksi).

The same problem was reanalyzed by ANSYS as well as ABAQUS using finite deformation theory (true stress–strain curve). Graphs of the average true hoop stress, true effective stress and hoop true plastic strain as a function of the pressure are shown in Fig. 19b. Plots of the average thickness vs. pressure (Fig. 20) shows that onset of necking in the ligament is predicted to occur at a pressure of 17 MPa (2.5 ksi) by ANSYS and 19.5 MPa (2.8 ksi) by ABAQUS, in reasonable agreement with the test result.

Finite element analysis was also conducted for a specimen with two 6–mm (0.25–in.) long type 4 TW notches separated by a 1.27 mm (0.05 in.) wide circumferential ligament. The variation of the ligament–averaged hoop stress, von Mises effective stress, hoop plastic strain, and effective plastic strain with pressure is shown in Fig. 21a. If we use the failure criterion that is used in the infinitesimal analysis, i.e., failure occurs when the average effective stress in the ligament equals the ultimate tensile strength, the failure pressure is predicted to be 23 MPa (3.3 ksi), which is significantly less than the experimentally observed burst pressure of 32.5 MPa (4.71 ksi). The same problem was reanalyzed using finite deformation FEA, and the calculated values are plotted in Fig. 21b. An examination of the FEA results shows that the ligament is subjected to high shearing strain and rotation (Fig. 22) but relatively low hoop and axial stresses (Fig. 21b). Average thickness vs. pressure plots for this specimen, together with one in which the ligament width is 2.5 mm (0.1 in.), are shown in Fig. 23. The finite deformation analyses are much more in agreement with test results than infinitesimal analyses, because they properly account for the large rotations of the ligament (Fig. 22).
Figure 18. Engineering and true stress–strain curves of Alloy 600 used for finite element analysis.

Figure 19. Calculated variations of average hoop stress, average von Mises effective stress, and average hoop plastic strain in the axial ligament with pressure using (a) infinitesimal deformation and (b) finite deformation analyses for two 6–mm (0.25–in.) long axial cracks separated by a 0.25–mm (0.01–in.) wide axial ligament.
Figure 20. Calculated variation of average inter-notch axial ligament thickness with pressure using finite deformation analyses by ANSYS and ABAQUS for two 6-mm (0.25-in.) long axial cracks separated by a 0.25-mm (0.01-in.) wide axial ligament.

Figure 21. Variation of average hoop stress, average von Mises effective stress, average thickness plastic strain, and average effective plastic strain in the circumferential ligament with pressure for two 6-mm (0.25-in.) long axial cracks separated by a 1.27-mm (0.05-in.) circumferential ligament calculated using (a) infinitesimal deformation analyses, and (b) finite deformation analyses.

Figure 22. Deformed shape of type 4 specimen.
The predicted ligament ruptures for type 2 and type 4 specimens with two TW axial cracks are shown in Fig. 24. Note that although for small ligament widths the failure pressures of both types of ligaments are comparable, the type 4 ligaments fail at higher pressures than type 2 ligaments with increasing ligament size.

2.3.1.2 Test Results for Specimens with Two Throughwall Notches

A pressure test at room temperature was conducted in the ANL Pressure and Leak Rate Facility on a specimen with two type 2 (colinear) axial TW notches that were 6 mm (0.25 in.) long and had a 0.25–mm (0.01–in.) wide axial ligament in–between. This specimen experienced a leak rate of 18.6 L/min (4.9 gpm) at 17 MPa (2.5 ksi) but without ligament rupture. In a subsequent test at 282°C, a specimen of similar geometry experienced ligament rupture at 15.5 MPa (2.25 ksi). The flow stress of Alloy 600 at 282°C is about 10% less than that at room temperature. It is likely that the room temperature test was close to ligament rupture at 17 MPa (2.5 ksi).

Tests were conducted on specimens with two TW axial notches in the type 4 configuration. Predicted vs. observed ligament rupture pressures are shown in Fig. 25. Note that for type 4 cracks with two 6– or 13–mm cracks, the ligament width has to be ≥0.8 to 1.1 mm in order to strengthen the cracks without the ligament. Figure 24 shows that for type 2 cracks of similar size, the ligament width has to be greater than 1.8 to 2.5 mm to strengthen the cracks without the ligament.

2.3.1.3 Calculation of Crack Opening Areas

Crack opening areas for type 2 and type 4 configurations of two cracks were computed by FEA. Variations of COA with pressure for two type 2 (colinear) cracks, each 6– and 13–mm long, are shown in Figs. 26a and 26b, respectively. Similar plots for two type 4 (staggered) cracks are shown in Figs. 27a–b. To determine the effect of ligament width on COA, the COAs
Figure 24. Predicted ligament rupture pressures of type 2 and type 4 specimens with two TW axial cracks.

Figure 25. Predicted vs. observed variation of ligament rupture pressure with ligament width for type 4 specimens having two 6– and 13–mm long TW notches.
presented in Figs. 26a–b and 27a–b are plotted after normalizing them with the COAs of a crack without any ligament in Figs. 28a–b. As expected, the normalized COAs are always less than one. As shown in Figs. 28a–b, the normalized COA for type 2 cracks is less than that for type 4 cracks at the same pressure.

2.3.2 Two Part–Throughwall Axial Cracks/Notches

We used the equivalent rectangular crack method to predict the through–thickness (radial) ligament rupture for two PTW cracks separated by either an axial (type 2) or circumferential (type 4) full–thickness ligament. The procedure is depicted in Fig. 29 for two 13–mm long, 80% deep PTW notches in a type 2 configuration. The dashed line in Fig. 29 represents the equivalent rectangular crack, which has an effective depth of 76% and effective length of 26.7 mm. In this case the predicted pressure for ligament rupture, 21.7 MPa, is equal to that of the test ligament rupture.
Figure 28. Variation of the COA for a crack with ligament normalized by the COA for a crack without ligament for (a) two type 2 (colinear) and (b) two type 4 (staggered) cracks at two values of pressure.

Figure 29. Equivalent rectangular crack for two 13–mm long and 80% deep PTW notches separated by a 1.27–mm wide ligament.

The through–thickness ligament rupture pressures for tubes with two axial notches, type 2 (axial ligament) and type 4 (circumferential ligament), were calculated by the equivalent rectangular approach for various notch lengths and inter–notch ligament widths. Tests were conducted in the ANL High Pressure Test Facility on specimens without bladders and were interrupted after the through–thickness ligament ruptured, as evidenced by onset of leakage (Stage 1). The predicted vs. experimental ligament rupture pressures given in Figs. 30a–b for two 6– and 13–mm long notches, respectively, indicate that the equivalent rectangular crack approach can predict the pressures for through–thickness ligament rupture reasonably well. Except for the cases identified in Figs. 30a–b, the through–thickness ligament and the inter–notch ligament ruptured simultaneously. Note that the inter–notch ligament width beyond which the two notches do not interact (from the viewpoint of the pressure for through–thickness ligament rupture) depends on the notch depth as well as notch length. A 3–mm (0.1–in.) wide ligament increases the pressure for through–thickness ligament rupture by ≈ 30%, with the axial ligament having a slightly higher strengthening effect than the circumferential ligament. For smaller ligament widths, both types of ligaments have a comparable strengthening effect.
2.3.3 Multiple Part–Throughwall Notches

2.3.3.1 Specimens with Multiple Axial Notches

A series of tests was conducted on Alloy 600 tubes with 2 to 6 PTW axial laser–cut notches in various configurations (Fig. 31). The ligament widths were 0.13–0.25 mm (0.005–0.010 in.). The equivalent rectangular crack method was used to predict the pressures for through–thickness notch tip ligament rupture. Predicted vs. observed pressures for through–thickness ligament rupture are shown in Fig. 32. Although the rupture pressures are reasonably predicted by the equivalent rectangular crack method for the case of two notches, they are overestimated by $\approx 30\%$ for the case of six notches.

2.3.3.2 Specimens with Multiple Circumferential Notches

Two types of circumferential, PTW, laser–cut notches were tested (Fig. 33). The type 7 specimens were 360° circumferential notches whose depths were nominally 80%. In one specimen, the circumferential notches were axially separated by 0.127 mm (0.005 in.), and it first leaked at 50 MPa (7.3 ksi) and ruptured at 51 MPa (7.45 ksi). In the second specimen, the circumferential notches were axially separated by 0.254 mm (0.010 in.), and it first leaked at 50 MPa (7.3 ksi) and ruptured at 53 MPa (7.7 ksi).

In the type 8 specimens, the axial ligaments separating the two sets of three circumferential notches (nominally 80% deep) were 0.127 mm (0.005 in.) and 0.254 mm (0.010 in.). The specimen with the narrower ligament first leaked at 36 MPa (5.2 ksi) and ruptured at 38 ksi (5.55 ksi). The specimen with the wider ligament first leaked at 38 MPa (5.5 ksi) and ruptured at 39 MPa (5.68 ksi).
2.3.3.3 Specimens with Axial/Circumferential L– and T–Shaped Notches

Tests were conducted with specimens having a 13–mm (0.5–in.) long, nominally 80% deep axial laser–cut notch and a 180°, nominally 80% deep circumferential laser–cut notch in an L–shaped (type 10) and T–shaped (type 9) configurations, as shown in Fig. 34. The measured depths of these notches are 69–71% by fractography and 69–72% by EC/NDE. There was no ligament separating the axial from the circumferential notch (i.e., zero ligament width). The T notch specimen failed at 31 MPa (4.48 ksi), and the L notch specimen failed at 31.3 MPa (4.54 ksi). Figure 35a shows that the observed ligament rupture pressures for these two tests fall within the scatter bounds of a single (13–mm (0.5–in.) long axial notch of similar depth, thus indicating very little interaction effects. The axial notches in both these specimens were wide open after ligament rupture, and the through–thickness ligaments of the tip for the circumferential notches were ruptured to 123° (65° + 58°) from the point of intersection in the
T notch and 90° in the L notch. The unstable burst pressure plotted in Fig. 35b suggests that these specimens would have very likely burst unstably if the pump capacity was sufficient to keep up with the leak rate beyond 50 L/min (12.8 gpm).

![Graph of predicted vs. test ligament rupture pressure](image)

**Figure 32.** Ligament rupture pressure vs. predicted ligament rupture pressure for multiple laser-cut notches.

![Specimen diagrams](image)

**Figure 33.** Specimen with multiple circumferential laser-cut notches
Figure 34. Specimens with axial/circumferential laser–cut notches

Figure 35. (a) Ligament rupture pressures of T– and L– notches with predicted and experimental ligament rupture pressures of a single 13–mm (0.5–in.) long axial notch of various depths, and (b) predicted vs. observed unstable burst pressures for EDM and laser–cut notches of various lengths.
2.4 Leak Rate Model

The volumetric leak rate $Q$ at room temperature (RT) and 282°C is calculated using the smooth–orifice, single–phase discharge equation.

$$Q = 0.6 A \sqrt{\frac{2 \Delta p}{\rho}},$$

(13a)

where $A$ is crack opening area, $\Delta p$ is pressure differential, and $\rho$ is mass density of water. Expressing $Q$ in metric units (L/min, $A$ in mm², $\Delta p$ in MPa, and $\rho$ in kg/m³) gives

$$Q = 50.9 A \sqrt{\frac{\Delta p}{\rho}},$$

(13b)

or, using English units (i.e., $Q$ in gpm, $A$ in in², $\Delta p$ in psi, and $\rho$ in lb/ft³),

$$Q = 180.2 A \sqrt{\frac{\Delta p}{\rho}}.$$  

(13c)

In leak rate calculations, we used the density of water as 997.5 kg/m³ (62.27 lbs/ft³) at RT and 735.3 kg/m³ (45.9 lbs/ft³) at 282°C. We have previously used Eqs. 13a–c to predict leak rates at 282°C with reasonable success down to a leak rate of 0.38 L/min (0.1 gpm) without accounting for two–phase flow. We expect the above leak rate correlations to break down at or below an as–yet undetermined COD.

2.5 Leak Rate Tests on EDM Notches

2.5.1 Rectangular Notches

Leak rate tests on EDM notches validating Eq. 13a–c are reported in Ref. 2. Additional continuously measured leak rates in 100% TW and 90% TW rectangular EDM notches are compared with predicted leak rates in Figs. 36a and 36b, respectively. Note that both the ligament rupture pressure and subsequent leak rates are predicted well for the 90% part–TW notch (Fig. 36b). In both tests, the maximum pressure attained was limited by the maximum sustained flow capacity of 47 L/min (12.5 gpm) in the High Pressure Test Facility.

2.5.2 Trapezoidal Notches

As mentioned in Section 2.1.3.2, TW crack lengths of some of the trapezoidal notches were measured after phase 1 testing at ANL. The TW crack length of the shallower notch (T–31) was close to the predicted equivalent rectangular crack length (18 mm [0.7 in.]), and the TW crack length of the deeper notch (T–29) was less than predicted, 21 mm (0.83 in.) compared to the predicted 25 mm (1 in.). The leak rates for the two types of specimens were calculated by using the same correlation developed for rectangular cracks, assuming that the lengths are equal to the measured TW lengths. The results are compared with the measured leak rates for two similar specimens (OM–T32 and OM–T34) in Figs. 37a–b. Although the rupture pressures for the two tests are overestimated, the leak rate behavior during the depressurization phase is predicted quite accurately, suggesting that the TW COA of trapezoidal notches can be estimated from that of the equivalent rectangular crack.
3 Pressure and Leak Rate Tests on Stress Corrosion Cracks

The Pressure and Leak Rate Test Facility at ANL can be used to obtain data on failure pressures, failure modes, and leak rates of flawed SG tubes at temperatures up to 343°C (650°F), pressures of up to 21 MPa (3.0 ksi), and pressurized-water flow rates of up to 1520 L/min (400 gpm). A second High-Pressure Test Facility (room-temperature water) with a working pressure of 52 MPa (7.5 ksi) and a maximum sustainable flow rate of up to 47.5 L/min (12.5 gpm) has also been constructed. Specimens with short notches and stress corrosion cracks that cannot be tested to unstable burst in the Pressure and Leak Rate Test Facility are tested to unstable burst in the High Pressure Test Facility using an internal bladder. Results from some preliminary laboratory-generated SCC tests are reported in Ref. 2.

Pressure and leak rate tests have been conducted mostly on specimens with laboratory-generated stress corrosion cracks, but a limited number of tests have also been conducted on tubes from a retired
McGuire SG. Crack depth profiles for all the specimens were estimated by pretest advanced NDE and, in some cases, by posttest fractography. We used the equivalent rectangular crack length and depth to predict the ligament rupture pressure and leak rate, using crack depth profiles from both EC/NDE and fractography data. However, the full ligaments of stress corrosion cracks rarely rupture all at once during the initial rupture event, and specimens generally undergo incremental ligament rupture with increasing pressure before the cracks become unstable. We have tentatively generalized the equivalent crack approach for predicting incremental ligament rupture after the initial rupture event, as discussed in Section 2.1.3.1.

3.1 Analysis of Tests on Laboratory–Generated SCC

Two types of heat treatments were used for generating the stress corrosion cracks in the SG tubes. Early in the program, SG tubes were solution annealed at high temperature and sensitized before introducing the SCCs in the laboratory at ANL. The annealing treatment resulted in a loss of about 20% in flow stress. Later on, SCC specimens were not subjected to the high temperature annealing. As a result, the flow stresses of these specimens were virtually undiminished from those of the as–received tubes.

3.1.1 Specimens with High Temperature Annealing

Analyses of pressure and leak rate tests on several SCC specimens with high temperature annealing were presented in an earlier report. Analyses of several additional room–temperature pressure tests on specimens SGL 480, SGL 494, SGL 493, and SGL 413 of the 14–tube set with axial ODSCC are presented here. The tubes were tested without bladders under a quasi–static pressurization rate. Two types of leakage were observed during these tests. In SGL–413, SGL–480, and SGL–493, the first leak occurred in the form of one drop of water issuing from the flaw over a period of several minutes. The pressure at which this first leak occurred was reported as “ligament rupture pressure.” The frequency of drop formation increased with increasing pressure. The leaks often passed through an atomized droplet spray stage, followed by a continuous leak stream stage. The tests were discontinued at a pressure when the leak rate exceeded the flow capacity of the system, 49 L/min (12.8 gpm). Specimen SGL–494, on the other hand, experienced the usual ligament rupture event, i.e., it had no measurable leak rate prior to the pressure reaching a well–defined value, at which point rapid flaw opening accompanied by a high leak rate occurred. Crack depth profiles for all the specimens were estimated by pretest multiparameter analysis of EC RPC data and posttest fractography.

Analysis of SGL–480

Figure 39a shows the crack depth profiles of specimen SGL–480 measured by pretest NDE and posttest fractography. Figure 39b shows the variation of predicted crack length with pressure corresponding to the two profiles. The predicted ligament rupture pressures corresponding to the NDE and fractography profiles are 9.2 and 8.9 MPa (1.34 and 1.29 ksi), respectively, compared to the experimentally measured pressure of 6.2 MPa (0.9 ksi) at the onset of first leakage. Following rupture, the crack length as a function of pressure was calculated using the proposed tentative procedure. The dashed line in Fig. 39b represents the unstable burst pressure. At the final pressure of 15 MPa (2.2 ksi), the TW crack length is predicted to be 10.7 and 12.5 mm (0.42 and 0.5 in.) by the NDE profile and fractography profile, respectively. The corresponding leak rates at the final pressure (Fig. 39a) are predicted to be 11 and 38 L/min (3 and 10 gpm), respectively, compared to the 48 L/min (12.5 gpm) measured experimentally. Overall, the predicted pressure vs. leak rate curve (based on fractography data) is close to the measured leak rate values. The posttest OD view of the crack (Fig. 39b) shows the
open portion of the crack to be \( \approx 13 \text{ mm (0.5 in.)} \). Both the final crack length and the final leak rate are closer to the predictions based on fractography than NDE.

Analysis of SGL–494

The crack depth profiles of specimen SGL–494 measured by pretest NDE and posttest fractography are shown in Fig. 40a. The ligament rupture pressures corresponding to the NDE profile and fractography profile are 33 and 36 MPa (4.8 and 5.2 ksi), respectively. The predicted crack length vs. pressure plots (Fig. 40b) show that both profiles predict the crack to become unstable after some crack growth. The crack lengths at unstable burst are predicted to be 7.6 and 14 mm (0.3 and 0.55 in.) by the NDE and fractography profile, respectively. The leak rates are also predicted to increase rapidly immediately after ligament rupture (Fig. 41a). The test showed the leak rate to increase from zero to almost 49 L/min (12.5 gpm) abruptly at a pressure of 32–33 MPa (4.6–4.8 ksi). The posttest OD view of the crack (Fig. 41b) shows that the open is \( \approx 16 \text{ mm (0.625 in.)} \). The much larger opening of this crack compared to that of SGL–480 (Fig. 39b) and the evidence of tearing at the crack tip suggest that this specimen was close to burst, as predicted.

Analysis of SGL–493

The crack depth profiles of specimen SGL–493 measured by pretest NDE and posttest fractography are shown in Fig. 42a. The ligament rupture pressures corresponding to the NDE profile and fractography profile are 14 and 16 MPa (2 and 2.3 ksi), respectively. The predicted crack length vs. pressure plots (Fig. 42b) show that both profiles predict the crack to remain stable at the final test pressure (17.6 MPa [2.55 ksi]) after some crack growth. The crack lengths at the final test pressure are predicted to be 15 and 10 mm (0.60 and 0.39 in.) by the NDE and fractography profile, respectively. The leak rates are also predicted to increase rapidly immediately after ligament rupture (Fig. 43a). The test showed the leak rate to increase from zero to a final 49 L/min (12.5 gpm) gradually from a pressure of 0.6 to 17.6 MPa (0.08 to 2.55 ksi).
Figure 38. (a) Crack depth profiles for specimen SGL–480 measured by pretest EC/NDE and posttest fractography and (b) variation of TW crack length with pressure calculated from crack depth profiles measured by EC/NDE and fractography.

Figure 39. (a) Measured (symbols) and predicted (based on EC/NDE and fractography depth data) pressure vs. leak rate plots for Test SGL–480 and (b) posttest view of the OD surface of specimen SGL–480.
Figure 40. (a) Crack depth profiles for specimen SGL–494 measured by pretest EC/NDE and posttest fractography and (b) variation of TW crack length with pressure calculated from crack depth profiles measured by EC/NDE and fractography.

Figure 41. (a) Measured (symbols) and predicted (based on EC/NDE and fractography depth data) pressure vs. leak rate plots for Test SGL–494 and (b) posttest view of the OD surface of specimen SGL–494.
Figure 42. (a) Crack depth profiles for specimen SGL–493 measured by pretest EC/NDE and posttest fractography and (b) variation of TW crack length with pressure calculated from crack depth profiles measured by EC/NDE and fractography.

Figure 43. (a) Measured and predicted (based on EC/NDE and fractography depth data) pressure vs. leak rate plots for Test SGL–493 and (b) posttest view of the OD surface of specimen SGL–493.
2.55 ksi). The final test leak rate is much closer to that predicted by the fractography profile (23 L/min, 6 gpm) than the NDE profile. The posttest OD view of the crack (Fig. 43b) shows that the open portion is ≈ 12 mm (0.47 in.). Although there is no evidence of tearing at the crack tip (i.e., unstable burst), axial ligament rupture near the right crack tip is visible in Fig. 43b. The reason for the much greater discrepancy in the predicted leak rate by the NDE profile is evident in Fig. 42a, which shows that the advanced NDE method overestimated the depth near one end of the crack. Nonetheless, the difference in the predicted ligament rupture pressures is small.

Analysis of SGL–413

The crack depth profiles of specimen SGL–413 measured by pretest NDE and posttest fractography are shown in Fig. 44a. The ligament rupture pressures corresponding to the NDE profile and fractography profile are 29 and 24 MPa (4.24 and 3.53 ksi), respectively. The predicted crack length vs. pressure plots (Fig. 44b) show that both profiles predict the crack to remain stable at the final test pressure (25 MPa [3.57 ksi]). However, the NDE profile predicts that no ligament rupture occurred, whereas the fractography profile predicts a final crack length of 7.4 mm (0.29 in.), and the leak rate is predicted to increase rapidly immediately after ligament rupture (Fig. 45a). The test showed the leak rate to increase from zero to a final 49 L/min (12.5 gpm) gradually from a pressure of 12 to 25 MPa (1.8 to 3.57 ksi). The final test leak rate is much closer to that predicted by the fractography profile (19 L/min [5 gpm]) than the NDE profile (0 gpm). The posttest OD view of the crack (Fig. 45b) shows that the open portion is ≈ 6 mm (0.25 in.), which is close to that predicted by fractography. The reason for the much greater discrepancy in the predicted leak rate by the NDE profile is evident in Fig. 44a, which shows that the advanced NDE method underestimated the deepest portion of the crack. Nonetheless, the difference in the predicted ligament rupture pressures is small.

3.1.2 Specimens without High Temperature Annealing

We present leak rate analyses on three SCC specimens that were not subjected to the high temperature annealing. As a result, the flow stresses of these specimens were virtually undiminished from those of the as–received tubes. Specimen SGL–731 was tested at room temperature in the High Pressure Test Facility, and specimens SGL–822 and SGL–876 were tested at 282°C in the Pressure and Leak–Rate Test Facility.

Analysis of SGL–731

Figure 46a shows the depth profiles as measured by EC/NDE and fractography for SGL–731. The ligament rupture pressures corresponding to the NDE profile and fractography profile are 12 and 18 MPa (1.8 and 2.6 ksi), respectively. The predicted crack length vs. pressure plots (Fig. 46b) show that both profiles predict the crack to remain stable at the final test pressure (21.3 MPa [3.1 ksi]) after some crack growth. The crack lengths at the final test pressure (21.4 MPa [3.1 ksi]) are predicted to be 15 and 13 mm (0.60 and 0.53 in.) by the NDE and fractography profile, respectively. Figure 47 compares the predicted pressure vs. leak rates with experimental leak rates for test SGL–731, which was conducted at room temperature. Leakage started at a lower pressure than predicted based on fractography, but the measured leak rate approached the predicted leak rate at higher pressure.
Figure 44. Crack depth profiles for specimen SGL–413 measured by pretest EC/NDE and posttest fractography and (b) variation of TW crack length with pressure calculated from crack depth profiles measured by EC/NDE and fractography.

Figure 45. (a) Measured and predicted (based on NDE and fractography depth data) pressure vs. leak rate plots for Test SGL–413 and (b) post–test view of the OD surface of specimen SGL–413.
Figure 46. (a) Crack depth profiles by EC/NDE and fractography of test SGL–731 and (b) variation of TW crack length with pressure calculated from crack depth profiles measured by EC and fractography.

Figure 47. Predicted and measured pressure vs. leak rate plots for SGL–731.
Figure 48 shows the depth profiles as measured by EC/NDE and fractography for specimen SGL–822. Both fractography and EC/NDE indicated significant TW penetration of the crack for this specimen. As a result, the leak rates are predicted to start at very low pressures (Fig. 49a). In contrast, test SGL–822, which was conducted in the high temperature Pressure and Leak–Rate Test Facility at 282°C, showed no sign of leakage before 14 MPa (2 ksi) pressure. The predicted leak rates are significantly higher than measured, primarily because the rupture pressure was underestimated by both NDE and fractography data. This specimen showed a time–dependent leak rate (Fig. 49b). During a 30–min hold at 17 MPa (2.5 ksi), the leak rate increased from 6 to 18 L/min (1.6 to 4.8 gpm). Currently, we do not have the ability to predict such a time–dependent increase of leak rate at constant pressure and 282°C.

Analysis of SGL–876

This test was first conducted at room temperature in the High Pressure Test Facility. Leakage in the form of single drop first occurred at 0.14 MPa (20 psi). This was followed by a constant spray of 2 L/min (0.52 gpm) at 10 MPa (1.4 ksi) and 5 L/min (1.33 gpm) at 13 MPa (1.9 ksi), then an increase of the leak rate under constant pressure hold at 15 MPa (2.2 ksi) from 17 to 35 L/min (4.45 gpm to 9.25 gpm) in 30 s, after which the test was stopped. The TW crack length calculated by matching these leak rate data increased from 12 to 16 mm (0.47 to 0.63 in.) during the test. Based on the pretest NDE profile (Fig. 50a), the ligament rupture pressure is predicted to be 21 MPa (3 ksi) with an equivalent rectangular crack length = 7 mm (0.27 in.). The predicted pressure vs. leak rate (predicted crack length increases from 7 mm [0.27 in.] to 11 mm [0.43 in.] during pressurization) is compared with the test data in Fig. 50b. Clearly in this case the EC/NDE data failed to detect the highly damaged state of the crack. The posttest EC/NDE depth profile (Fig. 50a) showed that during pressure testing the TW crack length had grown to almost 22 mm (0.86 in.). The same specimen was then pressurized in the high temperature Pressure and Leak Rate Test Facility at 282°C, where it suddenly burst (fishmouth) and developed a leak rate of 1330 L/min (350 gpm) at a pressure of 16 MPa (2.27 ksi). The crack had undergone extensive tearing and extended to approximately 64 mm (2.5 in.) in length and 32 mm (1.25 in.) in width (Fig. 51). Although similar catastrophic burst had occurred with EDM notches in the past, this was the first time that we observed a similar failure with SCC. The predicted unstable burst pressure at 282°C, based on the posttest NDE depth profile, is 17 MPa (2.52 ksi).

3.2 Analysis of Tests on McGuire Steam Generator Tubes

Six McGuire tubes were inspected by EC/NDE prior to pressure and leak rate testing, and the depth profiles of four of these were determined by posttest fractography. Table 2 reports the pressure and leak rate results. The depth profiles are shown in Figs. 52a–b, 53a–b, and 54a–b. Flow stress data of the McGuire tubes tested were obtained from the mill certificates* and are plotted in Figs 55a–b. Mean values of the yield and ultimate tensile strengths at locations from where the test specimens were obtained are also shown in the figures. As expected, the mean values of the flow stress of the 19–mm (0.75–in.)

Figure 48. Crack depth profiles by EC/NDE and fractography of test SGL–822.

Figure 49. (a) Predicted and measured pressure vs. leak rate plots for specimen SGL–822 conducted at 282°C and (b) pressure and leak rate variation observed during test SGL–822.

Figure 50. (a) Pretest and posttest (after room–temperature testing) EC/NDE profile of SCC flaw in specimen SGL–876 and (b) observed vs. predicted leak rate curve based on EC/NDE depth profile.
Table 2. Results from pressure and leak rate tests on tubes from McGuire SG. All flaws were in the TSP region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube ID</th>
<th>Pressure at First Leak, MPa (psi)</th>
<th>Leak Rate at Max. Pressure, L/min @ MPa (gpm @ psi)</th>
<th>Predicted Opening Pressure, MPa (psi)</th>
<th>Visual Flaw Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7–24–3</td>
<td>(no leak)</td>
<td>0.0 @ 51.6 (0.0 @ 7490)</td>
<td>62.0 (9000)</td>
<td>Bulge; hairline circ. crack 6.35–mm (0.25–in,) long; secondary cracks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–51–2</td>
<td>(no leak)</td>
<td>0.0 @ 51.0 (0.0 @ 7400)</td>
<td>66.2 (9600)</td>
<td>Bulge; hairline axial crack 6.35–mm (0.25–in,) long; secondary cracks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–43–2</td>
<td>49.0 (7100)</td>
<td>32.2 @ 49.0 (8.5 @ 7100)</td>
<td>54.5 (7900)</td>
<td>Bulge, 2 axial cracks with ligament between; total length 10 mm (3/8 in.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14–55–3</td>
<td>(no leak)</td>
<td>0.0 @ 51.2 (0.0 @ 7425)</td>
<td>64.8 (9400)</td>
<td>No bulge; hairline axial crack 5–mm 3/16–in.) long; secondary cracks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14–55–5</td>
<td>(no leak)</td>
<td>0.0 @ 50.9 (0.0 @ 7380)</td>
<td>72.4 (10,500)</td>
<td>No bulge; axial crack 6.35–mm (0.25–in,) long.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39–57–2</td>
<td>36.2 (5250)</td>
<td>28.0 @ 36.2 (7.4 @ 5250)</td>
<td>61.4 (8900)</td>
<td>Bulge; hairline axial crack 10 mm (3/8–in.) long; secondary cracks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 52. Crack depth profiles by EC/NDE and fractography of McGuire tube (a) 7–24–3 and (b) 5–51–2.

Figure 53. Crack depth profiles by EC/NDE and fractography of McGuire tube (a) 4–43–2 and (b) 14–55–3.
Alloy 600 tubes were at the high end, i.e., $S_y = 400$ MPa (58.1 ksi) and $S_u 730$ MPa (105.8 ksi). Observed rupture pressures are plotted against predicted rupture pressures in Fig. 56 using high and average values of flow stress, respectively. The observed leak rates for test 4–43 are compared with predicted leak rates in Fig. 57. The comparisons in Figs. 56 and 57 suggest that the observed results are consistent with the predicted results based on fractography data. Both the test and the predictions show a rapid increase of leak rate with pressure immediately after ligament rupture. Note that this specimen had an offset ligament (Type 4), as shown by
the fractography depth data in Fig. 53a. Most of the SCCs were shallow and, consequently, did not rupture during the tests, in agreement with predictions using the higher flow stress. The only exception was test 59–17–2, which experienced ligament rupture at 36 MPa (5.16 ksi) and was predicted to fail at 61 MPa (8.9 ksi) based on the EC/NDE profile. The depth profile for the flaw in this specimen will be determined by fractography in the future.
4 Jet Erosion under Design Basis Accident Conditions

Two basic mechanisms of erosion damage, droplet impact and cavitation, are believed to be associated with fluid jets. In the case of the former, the impact of water droplets give rise to fluctuating stresses in the target, which produce fatigue damage. In the case of the latter, bubbles form in the liquid stream and then collapse on impact, again producing fluctuating stresses and fatigue in the target.

Tests have been conducted to determine the susceptibility of steam generator tubes to erosive damage from impacting jets of superheated water or steam leaking from adjacent tubes. Most of the tests were performed using jets leaking from circular holes, though a few tests also used leaking tubes with laboratory–produced SCC flaws. In all cases, the distance between the leaking tube and the target tube was 6.35 mm (0.25 in.), and the tubes were oriented to produce an impact angle of 90° on the target tube. All tests were conducted in the high–temperature Pressure and Leak Rate Test Facility. The test duration was generally based on the hole leak rate, which is a function of the hole area and the pressure. Test times are constrained by the blowdown vessel capacity of 760 L (200 gal), though longer test times can be achieved by shutting down the facility, refilling the blowdown vessel, and restarting.

The target specimens were fabricated from 22.2–mm (7/8–in.)–diameter Alloy 600 tubing with a nominal wall thickness of 1.27 mm (0.050 in.). A cold–discharge machining method was used to avoid any mechanical or thermal working of the material. The target specimens were 6.35–mm (0.25–in.) wide and 38.1–mm (1.5–in.) long, with four legs that attach to the leaking flawed tube to hold the target at a distance of 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) from the jet exit. Each leg is fastened to the flawed tube by four spot–welded fastening straps, and the escaping jet strikes the concave surface of the target specimen (Fig. 58).

Erosion tests were performed using jets from 1.59–, 0.79–, and 0.40–mm (1/16, 1/32, and 1/64–in.)–diameter EDM circular holes. The jets were produced using a tube internal pressure of 17.2 MPa (2500 psi). The external pressure for most of the tests was zero, approximating MSLB conditions, but a few tests were performed with other external pressures. The test duration was typically ≈2 h. A range of water temperatures was used to assess the influence of degree of subcooling on erosion behavior.

Figure 59 shows a close–up view of the jet impact zone for a test with a 0.79–mm (1/32–in.)–diameter hole, a temperature of 282°C (540°F), an internal pressure of 16.7 MPa (2428 psi), and a back pressure of 3.7 MPa (530 psig). Perceptible erosion of the 0.79–mm (1/32–in.)–diameter hole occurred in the leaking tube. Higher–magnification SEM examinations of the edges of the hole verified the presence of erosion suggested in this optical photograph. The depth of material removed was estimated by using a scanning electron microscope with a phase–shift three–dimensional surface profiler. This instrument produces an image in which color or shading represents height or depth relative to a reference location. Figure 60 shows the phase–shift image of the jet impact zone shown in Fig. 59. The depths of various features for each scan, referenced relative to the uneroded surface of the specimen, are rendered in a different shade in the photograph. The deepest erosion penetration is 260 µm, or ≈ 21% of the tube wall thickness.
Figure 58. Jet–impact erosion test setup showing circular EDM hole in Alloy 600 tube and Alloy 600 impact specimen fastened by spot–welded straps to the tube with a 6.35–mm (0.25–in.) gap between the jet exit and the impact specimen.

Figure 59. Close–up view of 0.79–mm (1/32–in.) hole from jet–impact specimen after 265 min of testing at 282°C (540°F) and 17.2 MPa (2500 psig) with 3.7 MPa (530 psig) back pressure.

Figure 60. Depth of the erosion zone shown in Fig. 59, as determined using interferometric techniques.
The test results for the erosion tests on circular orifices are summarized in Tables 3–5. The tests in Table 3 involved a significant amount of subcooling. An additional 16 erosion tests were conducted with 0.40– and 0.79–mm (1/64– and 1/32–in.)–diameter holes (Tables 4 and 5, respectively) to more thoroughly explore the parameters influencing jet–impingement erosion under prototypical conditions. The tests featured reduced levels of subcooling over a broader range of water temperature, 135–308°C (275–587°F). Most of the tests were of 2–h duration, but two of the tests with 0.79–mm (1/32–in.)–diameter holes lasted 4 and 6 h (see Table 5).

Figure 61 shows a plot of jet–induced erosion depth as a percent of specimen wall thickness as a function of temperature for both hole sizes. For the sake of completeness, also included are data from testing a 1.59–mm (1/16–in.)–diameter hole with 282°C (550°F) water, which yielded 3.2% coupon penetration depth. This plot indicates that impact erosion depth varies with water temperature, and erosion rate is substantially reduced with decreasing and increasing subcooling on either side of the peak damage temperature range. Examination of the jet impact zones revealed that, as expected, for large amounts of subcooling, the impact zone is about the same diameter as the jet. For very small amounts of subcooling, the size of the impact zone is substantially larger than the initial jet diameter, indicating that flashing has occurred. The zone of peak erosion corresponds to a situation in which the impact zone is the same diameter as the jet. This suggests that the primary mechanism for erosion is cavitation due to bubble formation at the onset of two–phase conditions. Erosion rates are low in the purely single–phase regime (large subcooling) while in the two–phase region flashing occurs either in the tube wall or in the region between the tube and the target (small subcooling).

The temperature at which the peak erosion rate occurs varies with hole size. The peak erosion rate for the 0.40–mm (1/64–in.)–diameter hole occurs in the range 182–210°C (360–410°F), while that for the 0.79–mm (1/32–in.)–diameter hole occurs in the range 271–288°C (520–550°F). This behavior is consistent with the primary damage mechanism being cavitation and reflects the degree of flashing of water to steam in the hole, with the smaller–diameter hole producing more flashing at a given temperature and consequently lower erosion. In addition, the temperature at which flashing becomes significant is lower for the smaller–diameter hole.

For the orifice flows considered here, the peak erosion rates occur for degrees of subcooling typical of the cold leg, where cracking is much less likely to occur. Erosion rates are much lower for conditions more typical of the hot leg. The trends observed with decreasing orifice size also suggest that the margin is even larger for actual stress corrosion cracks, since they typically would be even tighter than the 0.40–mm (1/64–in.)–diameter hole.

Tests were planned to validate these results on more prototypical flaws, but to date only one test has been performed with a laboratory–produced ODS CC axial flaw. The nature of the flaws and the associated jets at 17.2 MPa (2500 psi) is first evaluated in the room–temperature High–Pressure Test Facility, where visual observation of the flaw jet behavior and very accurate determination of flow rate are possible.

Specimen SGL818 was identified by NDE to be axial OD and nominally 10–mm (0.4–in.) long, with greater than 95% penetration. At 17.2 MPa (2500 psi) at room temperature, the leaking jet was fan–shaped and somewhat rotated out of axial alignment, with a base length at the tube of 3.2 mm (1/8 in.); at 6.35 mm (1/4 in.) above the tube surface (where the coupon
Table 3. Erosion data from jet–impact erosion tests utilizing jets from 1.59–, 0.79–, and 0.40–mm (1/16–, 1/32–, and 1/64–in.)–diameter circular EDM holes impacting Alloy 600 erosion coupons positioned 6.35–mm (0.25–in.) from the hole exit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jet Hole Diameter, mm (in.)</th>
<th>Water Temperature, °C (°F)</th>
<th>Tube Internal/External Pressure, MPa (psig)</th>
<th>Test Duration, min</th>
<th>Erosion Depth, % Wall Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.59 (1/16)</td>
<td>282 (540)</td>
<td>16.7/0.04 (2428/6)</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>(slight surface burnishing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.79 (1/32)</td>
<td>21 (70)</td>
<td>17.2/0 (2500/0)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>(slight surface burnishing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.79 (1/32)</td>
<td>282 (540)</td>
<td>16.7/3.7 (2428/530)</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40 (1/64)</td>
<td>282 (540)</td>
<td>17.3/0 (2502/0)</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Erosion data from jet–impact erosion tests utilizing jets from 0.40–mm (1/64–in.)–diameter circular EDM holes striking Alloy 600 erosion coupons positioned 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) from the hole exit for various water temperatures. For all tests, the tube internal pressure was 16.8 MPa (2432 psig) with zero back pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coupon No.</th>
<th>Water Temp., °C (°F)</th>
<th>Test Duration, min</th>
<th>Erosion Depth, % Wall Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>289 (553)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>239 (463)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>209 (408)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>182 (360)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>135 (275)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

would be located in the erosion test), its length had spread to 6.3–mm (1/4–in.). The jet was nonuniform over its breadth. The measured leak rate for the flaw was 1.1 kg/min (2.5 lb/min) or 1.1 L/min (0.3 gpm).

An erosion test at 288°C (550°F) and an internal pressure of 17.2 MPa (2500 psi) was then performed with this flaw. After 123 min. of testing, no significant erosion of the target specimen was detected, with only very slight burnishing observed. Because this flaw was much tighter than the EDM holes, it would likely have higher frictional losses and hence a greater tendency for flashing under the same pressure and temperature conditions. Based on the orifice results, flashing results in a decreased erosion rate.

The SCC flaw in Specimen SGL 818 was opened in the High–pressure Test Facility by subjecting it to a pressure of 21.7 MPa (3150 psi) to achieve a higher flow rate. It was then again used in an jet–impact erosion test under the same conditions as previously. The erosion coupon showed more burnishing than in the first test, but the erosion depth was still <1%. It appears that the flaw was still tight enough that flashing is still occurring either in the tube wall or in the gap between tube and coupon or both.
Table 5. Erosion data from jet–impact erosion tests utilizing jets from 0.79 mm (1/32 in.)–diameter circular EDM holes striking Alloy 600 erosion coupons positioned 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) from the hole exit for various water temperatures. For all tests, the tube internal pressure was 16.8 MPa (2432 psig) with zero back pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coupon No.</th>
<th>Water Temp., °C (°F)</th>
<th>Test Duration, min</th>
<th>Erosion Depth, %wall thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>278 (532)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>307 (586)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>281 (537)</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>308 (587)</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>292 (558)</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>271 (519)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>287 (548)</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>259 (499)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>288 (550)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>233 (451)</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>180 (356)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 61. Jet erosion penetration depth as a function of water temperature for circular EDM holes with 0.40–(triangles), 0.79–(circles), and 1.59–mm (cross) (1/64, 1/32, and 1/16–in.) diameter. For all tests, the tube internal pressure was 16.8 MPa (2432 psig) with zero back pressure. Most tests were 123–min duration.
5 Discussion and Conclusions

Failure and leak rate tests at room temperature and 282°C have been conducted on SG tubes with OD PTW EDM notches. Notch length in these tests ranged from 6 mm (0.25 in.) to 38 mm (1.5 in.), and notch depths were 60, 80, and 90% (in addition to 100% TW). Based on a large body of data on Alloy 600 and other materials, the critical pressures and crack sizes for the unstable rupture (burst) of a thin–wall, internally pressurized–cylindrical shell with a single TW axial crack can be estimated from Eq. 1a):

\[ p_{cr} = \frac{\sigma h}{m R} = \frac{p h}{m}, \]  \hspace{1cm} (1a)

Extensive tests have shown that the following correlation for predicting ligament rupture pressure of rectangular as well as trapezoidal and triangular PTW flaws gives reasonable predictions for tests on tubes with axial notches, either shallow or deep (Eqs. 4a and 4b):

\[ m_p (ANL) = \frac{1 - \alpha \frac{a}{mh}}{1 - \frac{a}{h}}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5a)

\[ \alpha = 1 + \beta \left( \frac{a}{h} \right)^2 \left( 1 - \frac{1}{m} \right), \]  \hspace{1cm} (5b)

where \( \beta = 1 \).

A procedure has been developed for defining an equivalent rectangular crack for an arbitrarily shaped notch or (e.g., ODSCC) crack, based on EC/NDE data. Structural and leak rate analyses of the flaws and comparisons with experimental data show that the ligament failure pressure in nonrectangular notches or SCCs can be predicted reasonably well by a flow stress model for rectangular PTW cracks, when the actual crack profile is replaced by an equivalent rectangular crack.

Interaction effects between two or more TW notches, as influenced by ligaments separating the notches, were determined by finite element analyses. For type 4 (staggered) axial notches with two 6– or 13–mm cracks, the ligament width has to be ≥0.8 to 1.1 mm in order for the notch strength (i.e., unstable burst pressure) to exceed that of the notches without the ligament. For type 2 (colinear) notches of similar size, the equivalent ligament width has to be greater than 1.8 to 2.5 mm.

Interaction effects between two or more PTW notches were estimated by the equivalent rectangular crack approach. The inter–notch ligament width beyond which the two notches do not interact (from the viewpoint of through–thickness ligament rupture pressure) depends on the notch depth and length. A 3-mm (0.1–in.) wide ligament increases the through–thickness ligament rupture pressure by ≈ 30%, with the axial ligament (type 2) having a slightly higher strengthening effect than the circumferential ligament (type 4). For smaller ligament widths, both types of ligaments have comparable strengthening effect.
An empirical approach for calculating crack growth by stable ligament rupture has been developed by an extension of the equivalent rectangular crack method. This approach has been used to calculate the incremental ligament rupture of non-rectangular notches and stress corrosion cracks.

Leak rates (Q) for tests on specimens with EDM notches were predicted reasonably well by using Eq. 13a for single-phase flow through smooth circular orifices by replacing the orifice area by the crack opening:

\[ Q = 0.6 A \sqrt{2 \Delta p \rho} \]  

(14a)

where for axial cracks, the crack opening area is given by Eq. 2:

\[ A = 2 \pi c_e^2 V_0 \sigma / E, \]  

(2)

and for circumferential cracks, A is given by Eq. 7a:

\[ A = \frac{\pi p R^2}{E - B}. \]  

(8a)

The calculated crack opening displacements (areas) for rectangular and trapezoidal TW notches are in reasonable agreement with measured values. The above set of equations can predict the ligament rupture pressures and leak rates for rectangular and trapezoidal EDM notches at both room temperature and 282°C if the appropriate densities of water are used.

The potential for flashing and two-phase flow at elevated temperatures suggests that the single-phase leak rate from Eq. 13a must have limits of applicability at elevated temperature. Amos and Schrock\textsuperscript{17} conducted a series of tests on two-phase critical flow. These tests were conducted not on flawed pipes but on rectangular slits in a plate of thickness 63.5 mm (2.5 in.) with the height of the slits varying between 1.27 and 3.81 mm (0.005 and 0.015 in.). Their results on flashing are plotted in Figs. 62a–b. In this figure, the dashed lines indicate the minimum subcooling necessary for flashing to occur at the exit plane as a function of stagnation pressure. Results are shown for two values of \( l_D \), where L is the flow path length (wall thickness) and D is hydraulic diameter (defined by Amos and Schrock\textsuperscript{17} as \( 4A/P \), where A is the area and P the perimeter of the channel). The test data appear to show that the minimum subcooling initially increases with stagnation pressure but reaches a peak beyond which it either drops slightly (\( l_D = 85 \)) or drops substantially (\( l_D = 135 \)). Note that the peak value of subcooling increases from 20°C (stagnation pressure = 7 MPa [1 ksi]) to 26°C (stagnation pressure = 12 MPa [1.7 ksi]). Leak rate tests have been conducted at ANL on Alloy 600 tube specimens with EDM notches and stress corrosion cracks using a stagnation pressure of 18 MPa (2.56 ksi), stagnation temperature of 282°C (subcooling of ~72°C) and ambient downstream pressure. At full pressure, the \( l_D \) value for EDM notches tested is about 1 (3 at zero pressure), and that for the 13-mm (0.5-in.) long SCC flaws is about 2. Comparing these numbers with Figs. 62a–b, we concluded that the flow in all the tests conducted to date was single phase, and flashing would not be expected to occur within the tube wall. Even for a tight stress corrosion crack of 1.3 mm (0.05 in.), \( l_D \) is ~ 250. Thus according to the data generated by Amos and Schrock\textsuperscript{17} two-phase flow should not occur in EDM slots and may not occur even in stress corrosion cracks in steam generator tubes at the temperature and pressure used for the ANL tests. However, the flow rate would be reduced with increasing \( l_D \) ratio (because of friction) and increasing back pressure.
Tests have been performed on laboratory–degraded tubes containing 10–15 mm (0.39–0.55 in.)–long axial ODSCC in 22–mm (7/8–in.)–diameter Alloy 600 tubing. Some of the tubes had lower flow stress because they had received a high–temperature anneal. The predicted ligament rupture pressures and leak rates for these specimens, based on depth profile by fractography, are in reasonable agreement with test results. Predictions based on EC/NDE profiles are less accurate than those based on fractography. Prediction of rupture pressure and leak rate for specimens without the high temperature anneal has been less successful for the tests at 282°C, because such specimens start leaking at very low pressures and experience a time–dependent increase of leak rate under constant pressure hold. Currently, we do not have analytical or empirical methods for predicting such crack growth at low temperature.

Six pressure tests have been conducted on tubes with field–induced ODSCC from a retired McGuire SG in the High Pressure Test Facility at room temperature. Due to the shallow nature of these flaws, four of them did not show any leakage up to a pressure of 52 MPa (7.5 ksi). The predicted rupture pressures and leak rates for these tubes are consistent with the observed behavior.

Tests have been conducted to determine the susceptibility of steam generator tubes to erosive damage from impacting jets of superheated water or steam leaking from adjacent tubes. The tests show that erosion depth varies with water temperature and there is a substantial reduction in erosion rate with decreasing and increasing subcooling on either side of the peak damage temperature range. The peak erosion rates occur for subcooling typical of the cold leg, where, however, cracking is much less likely to occur. Erosion rates are much lower for conditions more typical of the hot leg. Even in the case of the cold leg where the erosion rates are higher, the likelihood of failure propagation by jet erosion appears to be very low.
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This report summarizes models for the prediction of failure pressures and leak rates under normal operation and design–basis accident conditions in steam generator tubes with axial and circumferential cracks. These models were first validated through failure and leak rate tests at room temperature and at 282°C on tubes with rectangular, triangular, and trapezoidal notches fabricated by electrode discharge machining. They were then compared with failure and leak rate tests conducted on tubes with laboratory–generated outer–diameter stress corrosion cracks and steam generator tubes with field–induced stress corrosion cracks, which have highly complex morphologies. Complex crack profiles are addressed using a model based on the concept of equivalent rectangular cracks. The predictions of the model are in reasonable agreement with test results, the time–dependent initiation and increase of leak rates observed in some tests cannot be predicted by the model.